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1. OVERVIEW OF THE ORGANISATION
1.1 ABSTRACT
The Ladakh Nuns Association (LNA) was started in 1996 in response to the lack of opportunities in Ladakh,
for nuns to gain secular and Buddhist education. Since its conception, LNA has been providing monastic
training, basic health and traditional Tibetan medicine, leadership and community training to a limited
number of nuns and laywomen. Our main focus has been in raising the standard of teaching to women
through obtaining sponsorships for nuns to study and in the development of the ‘AMCHI (Traditional Tibetan
Medicine)’ program.

Presently LNA sponsors 20 nuns studying Buddhist philosophy in educational Institutions throughout India
and another 50 young nuns live in the hostel. Some of these institutions include various Tibetan nunneries
and the prestigious Central University for higher Tibetan Studies (CUHTS) in Varanasi. This is however a
temporary solution and LNA seeks funding for a larger and permanent home for the students.

The next phase of LNA’s educational work is to formalize and transform the existing educational program
into an education institute called the Ladakh Nuns Institute (LNI). The aim is to expand the curriculum and
ultimately develop an integrated training program for nuns in Ladakh, incorporating Buddhist and secular
studies, life skills and practical experience in applying Buddhist principles to social problems in Ladakh.

The institute land covers an area of 7.5 hectares in the outskirts of Leh town (7km from Leh) and will comprise
of a hostel with a capacity of 200 residents, a Herbal factory and health clinic with dispensary, a school,
library, public assembly/ multi-purpose hall, administrative building, and retreat Center, Herbal and
vegetables garden etc.

The organizations vision and its focus in providing basic education for girls and young women will continue,
as will the teachings in traditional Tibetan medical studies.
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1.2 ORIGIN HISTORY
During a holy visit to Ladakh in 1999, His Holiness the Dalai Lama expressed the significance in the nun’s
welfare and spiritual education and stressed the need for their overall upliftment. His Holiness stated that in
Buddhism and other religions, monks and nuns should have equal opportunities for ordination for both males
and females alike. Further, nuns should have ample opportunity to study Buddhist philosophy, to obtain
equivalent degrees to the male ‘Geshe’ (PhD in Buddhist Philosophy) and to provide teachings and spiritual
support to those around them as this would greatly benefit the nuns of Ladakh and the society as a whole.

In 1996, following the far sighted guidance of His Holiness, Venerable Sramnerika (Ge-Tsul-ma) Dr.Tsering
Palmo took the initiative and founded the Ladakh Nuns Association (LNA) in Leh. Dr. Palmo is the first Ladakhi
nun who was trained in herbal medicine at the Tibetan Medical Institute in Dharamsala, India and has ever
since worked tirelessly in creating awareness in the society about the hardships that Buddhist nuns face.
Today the organization is doing a commendable and wonderful job under the leadership and guidance of Dr.
Palmo, who is the pride of Ladakh. Her unique and successful story in attempting to create not only well
educated, broad minded and well-informed Buddhist nuns, but also who can contribute and be productive
members of society.

Since the LNA’s founding Dr.Palmo has done original research on the nuns and their pressing problems.
Through her findings she discovered that there are currently about 1000 Buddhist nuns in Ladakh. More than
60% have never been to school and only 40% have had the opportunity to have an education in the past 15
years. Although there are 26 nunneries in Ladakh only 11 of them function well and altogether can
accommodate about 700 nuns. The rest of the nuns stay at home to work in the fields and in the house as
domestic servants for their families.

Since the tenth century, Ladakhi women have studied, practiced and preserved the purity of Buddha Dharma
and many renounced their families and material possessions to become Tibetan Buddhist nuns.
Unfortunately, over time this pious tradition was not adequately supported and the number of nuns
dwindled to near extinction. Due to the lack of nunneries, the women longed for a spiritual life and ironically
were denied the precept and religious practices. The nuns had a presence in Ladakh dating back to over 500
years and based their practice in a temple however there were no designated accommodation and so they
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lived with their families or in solitude from the community and worked as labourers for sustenance. These
conditions remained nearly unchanged until the 1990’s. By 1994, the traditions of Buddhist nuns and
nunneries had seriously declined, moral and financial support from villages had ceased and they were given
no respect or status by the community or even by the monastic institutions. As a result, the number of
ordained women declined nearing extinction, there were hardly 300 nuns in Ladakh and after having served
their families their whole lives, the overwhelming majority were elderly and illiterate. To sum it up, Ladakh
was at the brink of losing an integral part of its culture – Nuns Sangha.

In the past 23 years, the LNA has renovated two ruined nunneries and built five new nunneries in the hope
of accommodating nuns of all age groups. It now manages and acts as an umbrella body for 13 nunneries
and 230 nuns are being exposed to educative programs and activities. It is under the care and freedom of Dr.
Palmo that the nuns enjoy a new lease of life.

1.3 VARIOUS PROGRAMMES RUN BY THE ORGANIZATION
1.3.1 Scholarship Program
With the current total of 80 (residential) nuns studying under the association the focus is to provide both
Dharma and secular education, particularly to the younger nuns. This solely depends on sponsorship. We
have found that it is imperative to create places of residence for these nuns that are in close proximity and
with connection and continual support from us and our center in Leh. The Scholarship Programme is
supported by generous individuals around the world (approx $400 per year) for the education and living
expenses per nun. We have had a steady increase per year which is greatly contributing to an increasing
number of young nuns with improved literacy and Buddhist knowledge among them.

1.3.2 Tibetan Medicine Training and Consultation
Our major objective for the nuns is to develop skills in Tibetan medicine so that they can take more
responsibility for their own health and that of others. LNA had initiated an AMCHI Tibetan Medicine Training
Program in July 2003 and the students hailed from some of the most remote nunneries of Ladakh and
Zanksar. This program has been the pride of the organization due to its unique concept. A total of 9 nuns
completed their 6 years of training under this program. Seven nuns were sent back to their nunneries for
helping and taking care of their community. We opened two clinics to give treatment to the public & at the
same time make the presence of nuns more visible which also gives a positive message of empowerment to
the women in our Ladakhi society.
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1.3.3

Dharma Teaching and Community Training

In recent years we began providing a number of educational training programs for both the nuns and
laywomen. The studies were in Dharma teaching, basic health care, Tibetan traditional medicine, English and
literacy, leadership, conflict resolution and community training. The courses had a tremendous response but
as in most cases these were some of the first trainings the women ever received and were therefore only
ever given at an introductory level.

The difficulties we face is in having to rent private sites when organizing such courses because the existing
nunneries do not have adequate infrastructure, facilities or qualified staff to accommodate such functions.
This prevents the LNA from being able to provide as many and as effective quality educational programs for
the nuns as it would wish. Realizing this challenge, Ven Dr.Palmo approached and requested the local
government to lend support to the LNA’s mission. In 2005, the government kindly gave land to be used and
His Holiness, the Dalai Lama made possible a total of Rs 530,000 as a seed fund for founding the Ladakh Nuns
Institute (LNI). With this mobilized support for the welfare of Ladakhi Buddhist nuns the LNI intends to ensure
a holistic approach that is dedicated to the moral, spiritual and intellectual development of the nuns.

1.4 PHILOSOPHY OF THE INSTITUTE
With the creation of a fully-fledged institute the LNA aims to ultimately raise the education level of the nuns
and give them a safe and practical means to pursue their study of the Dharma, and to reach out to lay women,
to impart spiritual education and guide them towards the right path. The philosophy of the Institute is to –


Promote and preserve all schools of Buddhism (Mayahaya, Theravada and Vajrayana).



Promote and preserve Buddhist culture and meditation practices.



Teach an inclusive, non-sectarian approach to Buddhist studies.



Promote ENGAGED BUDDHISM, with the aim of demonstrating the relevance of the Dharma to
modern life and contributing to alleviating the suffering experienced by a range of groups within
Ladakhi society (women, young people, the elderly).



Offer respect for individual talents, interests and skills of each individual nun.



Develop a practical approach linked to developing self-sufficiency among Ladakhi nunneries and selfreliance among individual nuns.



Include laypeople, especially women, wherever appropriate.
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1.5 Short term objectives of LNA


Continued sponsorship of nuns for basic and post-secondary education.



Completion of the AMCHI Tibetan medicine program and support for the newly qualified medical
staff.



Continuation and expansion of short courses, with the aim of integrating them into a coherent
training program for nuns and laywomen.



Development of a systematic and integrated 3–4-year education program for Ladakhi nuns, linked
to the Central Institute of Buddhist Studies (Varanasi).



Identification of teachers and funding to begin such a program.

1.6 Long term objectives of LNA


Developing a new program of training for Buddhist nuns which integrates Buddhist, secular and
vocational training.



Obtaining accreditation and recognition of such training.



Building premises for the new training program for nuns.



Building a new hostel for primary and secondary student nuns.

1.7 DRAFT CURRICULUM


Basic Buddhism



Buddhist Philosophy



Buddhist Art and Rituals



Women and Buddhism



Comparative Religion: Islam, Hinduism, Christianity



Tibetan Grammar



Tibetan Writing



Socially Engaged Buddhism
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Socially Engaged Buddhist Peace building (exposure course in Thailand)



Social Issues in Ladakh – women’s issues, youth issues, children’s rights, environmental issues,
literacy, impact of globalization and tourism.



English



Computer Skills



Basic Accounting



Conflict Resolution



Women’s Health



Methods of Teaching Dharma (to children, young people, community, etc).



Vinaya and Sangha Building



Meditation and Retreats



Internships

1.8 EDUCATIONAL STRUCTURE

LNA Executive Committee
International and Advisory Boards

Basic Education:
Primary & Secondary

AMCHI Program: Tibetan
Medical Education

Monastic Training Program
for up to 9 yrs

Buddhist & other studies,
open to all nuns and lay
women.
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2 PROPOSED PROJECT
2.1 OVERVIEW

Encouraged by the tremendous success of the recent years in revitalizing Buddhism and the life and
education of our nuns, the LNA has come a long way. However, there still lies a very ambitious project ahead
of us. The work of the LNA up until now could not be possible without the kind and generous support of our
sponsors, donors and friends. Many individuals and groups locally and internationally have contributed their
endless time, resources, energy and helping hands to make the LNA a reality. It is in recognition of the effort
and devotion of the Ladakhi nuns that they have offered support in providing them a place and option for
spiritual growth, education and opportunity for a self-reliant community. There is an epic effort needed
towards the future fundraising and sponsorship for the building and future of the LNI and we hope that
through collective co-operation at the global level and concrete local action we will be able to create a place
we can call home. We appreciate and are eternally grateful for all the support in helping us meet the future
demands and needs of teachers, social workers, community and health professionals for both the nunneries
and community at large.
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2.2 INTRODUCTION TO SITE & SURROUNDING
2.2.1 Location

The institute land covers an
area of 7.5 hectares in the
outskirts of Leh town in
Lower Saboo area (7 km from
Leh). The site can be accessed
from the main

Leh-

Choglamsar Highway via a
secondary road. The site has
a prime location due to its
proximity from the main Leh
city and the airport and is
located next to the main
highway.

The

site

surrounding has a plain terrain.
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2.3

CONCEPT AND PLANNING

The site layout proposal and planning map has been designed for purpose rather than a simple need and is
in total accordance with a local architect. We have attempted to provide socially responsible and effective
design that is useful, affordable and low cost. Mostly, we hope that this building proposal is able to be a
contributing factor in preserving the pristine and unique environment in which it surrounds. Designs give
prime consideration and importance to maximum and sustainable solar energy, structure to suit climatic
conditions of region and utilization of locally available materials.

Once completed, the institute will be able to provide the following:


To have classrooms and site facilities to provide education, Tibetan medicine and life-skill training
courses for Ladakhi nuns.



To provide residential accommodation for the nuns who attend long-term monastic and secular
education programs.



To have office and administrative facilities for the efficient operation of the LNA’s work.



To have facilities to provide various training courses and Dharma teaching for laywomen and the
community at large. A conference hall that will provide for Buddhist teachings given by nuns to the
general public and to foreigners who are interested in Buddhism and who want to help the nuns or
other social working projects in Ladakh.
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2.3.1 Components of the Site:


Keeping the requirement in mind the following components are listed out in the planning process of
the site. These components are strategically placed on the site based on their private and public
nature of the respective space.

Hostels

Multipurpose
Hall

Classrooms &
Library

Adminitrative

Block

LADAKH
NUNS
ASSOCIATION

Herbal &
Vegetable
Garden

Retreat Centre

Herbal Factory

Health Clinic
with
Dispensary
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2.3.2 Planning of the Spaces:



Herbal factory, Health clinic and Multipurpose Hall and being public spaces are kept near the entry
of the site with ample parking facility.



As we move further into the site classroom, library hostel and dining spaces are provided. These
private spaces are segregated through the herbal garden which creates a soft segregation and helps
in creating a calm and peaceful surrounding required for teaching.



The Retreat Centre is placed at the far end of the site with ample segregation given through garden
spaces.
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2.3.3 Health Clinic and Herbal Factory (Combined View and Floor Plan)
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2.3.4 Health Clinic and Pharmacy Floor Plan
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2.3.5 Health Clinic and Pharmacy – 3D Views
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2.3.6 Herbal Factory – Floor Plans
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2.3.7 Herbal Factory – 3D Views
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